Learning about relationships between stimuli (i.e., classical conditioning [1] ) and learning about consequences of one's own behavior (i.e., operant conditioning [2]) constitute the major part of our predictive understanding of the world. Since these forms of learning were recognized as two separate types 80 years ago [3] , a recurrent concern has been the issue of whether one biological process can account for both of them [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Today, we know the anatomical structures required for successful learning in several different paradigms, e.g., operant and classical processes can be localized to different brain regions in rodents [9] and an identified neuron in Aplysia shows opposite biophysical changes after operant and classical training, respectively [5] . We also know to some detail the molecular mechanisms underlying some forms of learning and memory consolidation. However, it is not known whether operant and classical learning can be distinguished at the molecular level. Therefore, we investigated whether genetic manipulations could differentiate between operant and classical learning in Drosophila. We found a double dissociation of protein kinase C and adenylyl cyclase on operant and classical learning. Moreover, the two learning systems interacted hierarchically such that classical predictors were learned preferentially over operant predictors.
Learning about relationships between stimuli (i.e., classical conditioning [1] ) and learning about consequences of one's own behavior (i.e., operant conditioning [2] ) constitute the major part of our predictive understanding of the world. Since these forms of learning were recognized as two separate types 80 years ago [3] , a recurrent concern has been the issue of whether one biological process can account for both of them [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Today, we know the anatomical structures required for successful learning in several different paradigms, e.g., operant and classical processes can be localized to different brain regions in rodents [9] and an identified neuron in Aplysia shows opposite biophysical changes after operant and classical training, respectively [5] . We also know to some detail the molecular mechanisms underlying some forms of learning and memory consolidation. However, it is not known whether operant and classical learning can be distinguished at the molecular level. Therefore, we investigated whether genetic manipulations could differentiate between operant and classical learning in Drosophila. We found a double dissociation of protein kinase C and adenylyl cyclase on operant and classical learning. Moreover, the two learning systems interacted hierarchically such that classical predictors were learned preferentially over operant predictors.
Results
We subjected rut 2080 mutants (affecting a type I adenylyl cyclase [AC] that is regulated by Ca 2+ /Calmodulin and G protein) and transgenic flies expressing an inhibitory pseudosubstrate of protein kinase C (PKCi) under the control of a heat-shock promoter to three experimental procedures: one with only a classical predictor, one with only an operant predictor, and one with both predictors. The Rutabaga type I AC is one of the first learning genes identified and required for various forms of classical learning [10, 11] . It is unknown whether ''pure'' operant learning (without any classical predictors [4] ) also depends on this AC. Flies expressing PKCi have deficits in modifying their behavior after negative feedback but show intact memory of the stimulus predicting the feedback [12] . Therefore, PKC was considered a likely candidate gene involved in operant learning. In all three experiments, Drosophila fruit flies were tethered and suspended at a torque meter measuring the attempts of the flies to turn left or right (yaw torque). An infrared light beam served as an aversive stimulus to train the flies to discriminate between a punished and an unpunished situation. Each fly was trained on one of three different discriminations: (1) 3B ). For details on the experimental procedures, see Supplemental Data (available online) and [13] . Importantly, in all experiments, heat avoidance was normal in all strains (data not shown).
First, we tested the flies for learning the classical color predictor alone ( Figure 1C ). As expected, rut flies were deficient in the paradigm with only a classical predictor (t 15 = 20.5, p < 0.7). Wild-type control flies showed normal classical learning (t 25 = 2.8, p < 0.01), as did the transgenic flies expressing PKCi (t 19 = 2.6, p < 0.02) and the uninduced control flies (t 22 = 2.4, p < 0.03). The results were reversed in the strictly operant paradigm ( Figure 2C ). Despite failing all associative and many nonassociative learning tasks until now, rut flies show unimpaired operant behavioral learning (t 16 = 4.3, p < 0.001). If anything, learning is slightly enhanced over wild-type control flies (t 29 = 3.0, p < 0.006; see also Supplemental Data). In contrast, PKCi-induced flies do not show any behavioral learning (t 22 = 0.2, p < 0.9). This deficit is specifically caused by the expression of PKCi because uninduced flies do not show this impairment (t 19 = 8.4, p < 0.001) and neither do the heterozygous parental control strains (het. cont. HS: t 42 = 4.6, p < 0.001; het. cont. noHS: t 40 = 5.7, p < 0.001). With PKC and AC being differentially involved in operant and classical learning, respectively, the final experiment was performed to reveal their relative contributions in an ethologically more relevant, composite learning situation containing both operant and classical predictors ( Figure 3C ). The failure only of rut flies (t 16 = 0.7, p < 0.5) and not of PKCi-induced (t 26 = 2.1, p < 0.05) or control flies (wild-type: t 31 = 5.1, p < 0.001; PKCi noHS: t 20 = 3.6, p < 0.002) to master the composite task is evidence that in such learning situations, the classical predictor is learned preferentially over the operant predictor.
Discussion
We found a double dissociation of AC and PKC manipulations on classical and operant learning. Flies devoid of rut-AC, despite failing all associative learning tasks until now, perform well in operant learning without predictive stimuli, even outperforming wild-type flies ( Figure S1 ). Conversely, manipulating PKC during training affects operant, but not classical, learning. This is consistent with previous reports showing that PKC manipulations have no effect during training but do have an effect in the maintenance of memory after classical training [14] . Our data clarify and extend another observation [12] in that *Correspondence: bjoern@brembs.netexpressing PKCi selectively affects the capacity for storing behavioral modifications (operant learning) but leaving both classical learning and the capacity to control external stimuli by ongoing behavioral modifications (operant behavior) intact. Recent evidence from Aplysia also implicates PKC in operant learning, suggesting that this is a conserved function of PKC [15] . The discovery of PKC underlying operant learning opens the experimental possibility of localizing the structures where PKC is necessary and sufficient for operant learning in the fly brain, a strategy that was used to map engrams in visual and olfactory learning [10, 11] . Our experiments do not provide any evidence for crosstalk between the AC and PKC pathway, leaving the possibility that operant and classical learning may be based on two largely separate molecular processes, which could occur in the same neuron [5] . The hierarchical interaction between operant and classical components in composite learning situations contrasts with the symmetry in which two equivalent classical predictors are learned in compound conditioning [16] . This hierarchy of multiple memory systems also suggests how the separate molecular basis for operant learning could be missed despite many years of research: Procedurally operant paradigms are dominated by the formation of a biologically classical memory if environmental predictors are available [4] . For instance, our results predict the deficit of rut mutant flies in another procedurally operant paradigm designed to screen for operant mutants (the heatbox [7] ), because of the analogy of the spatial cues in the heatbox with the color cues used here. In other words, as soon as predictive stimuli are present in operant-learning situations, not only do these stimuli become equivalent to classical stimuli with respect to their independence from the behavior with which they were learned [4] , but these composite experiments also cannot be distinguished genetically from classical experiments any more.
Our data and the current literature are consistent with the hypothesis that operant and classical learning can be distinguished by the differential spatiotemporal requirement of several AC and PKC isoform activities, respectively. 
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